Torino

Deaerators Plants

SCAM manufactures deaerators since 1930

Historical Outline

SCAM started designing and manufacturing the first degassing plants at the beginning of
the ‘20ies, adopting, from that time on, patented devices that allowed:
- the complete mechanical spraying of the water to degas;
- the heating of this water by using exhausted steam with relevant
		 advantages for the plant thermal performances;
- the “flashing” of drops in contact with the tubes where the steam runs,
		 thus supporting the separation of the contained gases;
- the realization, into the deaerator under vacuum, of a vacuum comparable to
		 the theoretical one;
- the setting of the water load to degas according to the requirements
		 of the feed pump.
The experience acquired during years of activity, thanks to many plants manufactured in
Italy and abroad, has been very important for achieving the present manufacturing range
that sees SCAM at the top of the state-of-the-art in the field of degassing plants.
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Advertising depliants
of Scam deaerators
manufactured
at the beginning
of 1930.
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Characteristics

SCAM deaerators are different from traditional plants since they use a type of dispersion with
discs and rings - designed in order to realize the max. mixing between water and heating
steam - and especially the spraying system.
The water to degas is lead into a water box, where the spraying system is installed in the
lower part
The system consists of a set of stacked discs so that to form a vertical cylinder keyed, in
the lower part, by a flat plate and tied in the upper part on the bottom of the inlet water box.
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The water enters the vertical channel formed by the discs and is sprayed in very thin blades
through the available space existing between every two discs.
The spraying is constant and independent from the water flow. Actually, every disc consists
of an elastic ring connected, by means of spokes, to a central hub.
The spokes of two following discs are shifted one to the other and the discs are separated by
an elastic ring put on the spokes.
Thus, this ring acts as a spring that tends to open the Iip formed by two discs.
All discs are stacked on a central shaft connected to an helicoidal spring placed in the inlet
water inlet box. Without pressurized water, the helicoidal spring keeps all discs in a closed
position.
With water under pressure, the spring is compressed and the lip of every disc opens.
The opening port is equal for all discs thanks to the elastic rings.
The design of the helicoidal spring is executed in order to have fixed pressure losses for the
min. and the max. operation flows.
Thus, the spraying is constant for all the range of feed water flows.
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Advantages
of SCAM Deaerators

The advantages deriving from the contemporaneous
use of the two SCAM original systems lead to:
- deaerated water with very low residual
		 oxygen content (Iess than 0.005 cc/lt);
- possibility of facing rapid and important
		 changes in the water flow to degas 		
		 (from 10 to 120% of nominal flow), 		
		 without intervention of external 		
		operators;
- Max. control of the load of steam
		 saturating the incondensable gases 		
		 that must be vented externally.
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References
Some references of plants recently installed:
Customer

Destination

ABB SAE SADELMI

AMSA

(Italy)

ABB SAE SADELMI

T.P.P.JEBEL ALI

(UAE)

ABB SAE SADELMI

T.P.P. AQABA

(Jordan)

ANSALDO - VON ROLL

INCINERATOR

(Italy)

ENEL

T.P.P. FIUME SANTO

(Italy)

ENEL

T.P.P. TERMINI IMERESE

(Italy)

ENEL

T.P.P. TORREVALDALIGA

(Italy)

FIAT ENGINEERING

BURGO PAPER MILL

(Italy)

FIAT ENGINEERING

FIAT WORKSHOP

(Italy-Tourin)

FIAT ENGINEERING

SEVEL WORKSHOP

(Italy)

FISIA

DEWA

(UAE)

T.P.L.

ECOPETROL

(Columbia)

T.P.L.

GEORGI REFINERY

(Iraq)
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Reference Summary
Since 1930 we have been manufacturing:

1600

Air and Compressed Air COOLERS
Oil COOLERS and Air COOLERS

485

Water/Water, Hydrogen and Oxygen COOLERS

810

Water, Air and Oil RADIATORS

17420 STEAM EJECTORS (Single and Multiple stages)
		 and THERMOCOMPRESSOR
1515

www.linkdesign.it

10820

VACUUM PUMPS

1200 DESALINATION PLANTS
			 - Steam evaporating system
			 - Reverse Osmosis for brackish and sea water
1069 Fuel and surface CONDENSERS and
		EJECTOR-CONDENSERS
HEAT EXCHANGERS

152

DEAERATORS

123

DESUPERHEATERS

20950
165

1750

Water, Air and Oil FILTERS
SALINOMETERS

SHIPS equipped by our plants
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